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A behind-the-scenes look at the inspiration for Scott's most impressive interiors

Features dazzling images of Scott's chic never-before-seen homes by photographer Antoine Bootz

The first monograph on New York-based interior designer David Scott’s work, Outside the Box: An Interior Designer’s Innovative

Approach to Creating Chic and Comfortable Rooms is a delightful behind-the-scenes look into 11 of his most stunning projects. Scott’s

interiors seamlessly combine his adoration for the elegance of antiques with his admiration for the functionality of modernity, creating

environments that are at once visually stimulating and inherently calming. Each space is custom designed to emphasize and reflect the

personal style and character of his clients. Outside the Box takes a look at the elements of inspiration that have been the guiding force

for Scott’s innovative and striking spaces, where comfort and chic harmoniously coexist. Contents:

Preface Contemporary Urban Apartment Sophistication in Connecticut Classical City Residence Modern House on the Water Art

Deco Home for a Young Family Hamptons Country Retreat Art-Filled New York City Loft Collectors Villa in the Desert Open Spaces

on Miami Beach English-Style Country Manor Cutting-Edge Style on the Atlantic

    A behind-the-scenes look at the inspiration for Scott’s most impressive interiors

    Features dazzling images of Scott’s chic never-before-seen homes by photographer Antoine Bootz

The first monograph on New York-based interior designer David Scott’s work, Outside the Box: An Interior Designer’s Innovative

Approach to Creating Chic and Comfortable Rooms is a delightful behind-the-scenes look into 11 of his most stunning projects.

Scott’s interiors seamlessly combine his adoration for the elegance of antiques with his admiration for the functionality of modernity,

creating environments that are at once visually stimulating and inherently calming. Each space is custom designed to emphasize and

reflect the personal style and character of his clients. Outside the Box takes a look at the elements of inspiration that have been the

guiding force for Scott’s innovative and striking spaces, where comfort and chic harmoniously coexist.
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